As an application of results proved in [22, 24] , and continuing with the constructions initiated in [15, 28] of examples of Gushel-Mukai fourfolds through computeraided methods, here we exhibit new rational Gushel-Mukai fourfolds of special type.
Introduction
The problem of rationality of Fano fourfolds, with particular regard to the cases of cubic fourfolds and Gushel-Mukai fourfolds, dates back to classical works; see e.g. [19, 9, 21] . Despite the great attention received and the numerous results obtained, this is still an open problem. For instance, no examples of cubic fourfolds as well as of Gushel-Mukai fourfolds are known to be irrational, and there are not so many constructions of rationality. The contribution of this paper is in the construction of some new special examples of rational Gushel-Mukai fourfolds. This is achieved through explicit calculations with Macaulay2 [10] .
Recall that by a result of Mukai [20] (extending to all dimensions a result proved in [11] only in dimension three), a complex smooth prime Fano fourfold X of degree 10 and genus 6, also known as Gushel-Mukai fourfold, can be embedded in P 8 as a quadratic section of a 5-dimensional linear section Y ⊂ P 8 of the cone C(G(1, 4)) ⊂ P 10 over the Grassmannian G(1, 4) ⊂ P 9 of lines in P 4 . There are two cases:
• either Y does not contain the vertex of the cone C(G (1, 4) ), in which case Y is isomorphic to a hyperplane section of G (1, 4) , and we have an embedding γ X : X ֒→ G(1, 4); • or otherwise Y is isomorphic to a cone over a 4-dimensional linear section Y 0 of G(1, 4), and we have a double cover γ X : X → Y 0 ⊂ G (1, 4) . The fourfolds in the second case are called Gushel fourfolds, and they are specializations of fourfolds in the first case, called Mukai (or ordinary) fourfolds. In both cases, the map γ X from X to G(1, 4) is called the Gushel map.
By results proved in [4] (see also [5, 6, 7, 3] For some values of the discriminant d, a fourfold [X] ∈ (M 4 ) d has an associated K3 surface of degree d; and for others, it has an associated cubic fourfold of discriminant d; see [4, Section 6] for precise definitions. The first values for which there is an associated K3 surface are: 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26, 28, 32, 34, 36, 40, 42, 44, 48, 50, 52, 56, 58, 60, . . . while, the first values for which there is an associated cubic fourfold are: 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26, 28, 32, 34, 36, 40, 42, 44, 48, 50, 52, 56, 58, 60 , . . .
The notion of associated K3 surface leads to the following conjecture, which is analogous to the so-called Kuznetsov conjecture for the rationality of cubic fourfolds (see [17, 1, 18, 14, 2, 22, 24] ):
Conjecture. A fourfold [X] ∈ M 4 is rational if and only if it has an associated K3
surface, that is [X] belongs to the infinite union:
The rationality for fourfolds [X] ∈ (M 4 ) ′ 10 is easy to show (see [4, Proposition 7 .3], [23] , and also [15, Example 1.1]), and moreover the associated K3 surface of degree 10 appears naturally in the construction of the birational map P 4 X. The rationality for the fourfolds in (M 4 ) ′′ 10 is classical: it is achieved by Roth in [21] as a consequence of a result of Enriques [8, 25] ; see also [4, Proposition 7.5] . In this last case, however, the role of the associated K3 surface is not so clear. In the recent paper [15] , it is showed that a general fourfold (M 4 ) 20 (and hence every by the main result in [16] ) is rational. Again, the associated K3 surface of degree 20 appears in the explicit construction leading to rationality. In conclusion, we have that every fourfold in the first three components of (0.1) is rational.
Restricting attention to the case of Gushel fourfolds, we point out that using the same method presented in [28], just by replacing the role of the smooth cubic scroll surface in [28, Table 2 ] with that of a cone over a twisted cubic curve, one can find explicit Gushel fourfolds in (M 4 ) ′ 10 , (M 4 ) ′′ 10 , and (M 4 ) 20 . In particular, the following three intersections
are not empty, and hence they parametrize rational fourfolds. As far as the author knows, no other fourfolds in M 4 as well as in M G 4 are known to be rational. In the following of this paper, we explain how to find explicit rational fourfolds in (M 4 ) ′′ 26 ∩ M G 4 .
Construction of new rational Gushel fourfolds
1.1. Rationality of cubic fourfolds in C 26 . Here we recall some results from [22, 24] (see also [23] ) about the rationality of special cubic fourfolds of discriminant 26; see also [12, 13, 14] for general facts on cubic fourfolds. Let D ⊂ P 5 be a septimic surface with one node, which is the projection of a smooth del Pezzo surface of degree seven D ′ ⊂ P 7 from a general line intersecting the secant variety of D ′ at one point. A cubic fourfold C ⊂ P 5 containing the surface D has discriminant 26, and more precisely the locus C 26 of cubic fourfolds of discriminant 26 can be described as the closure inside the moduli space C of cubic fourfolds of the locus of fourfolds containing such a surface.
The surface D ⊂ P 5 admits a congruence of 5-secant conics: through a general point p ∈ P 5 there passes a unique 5-secant conic to D. Moreover, the linear system |H 0 (I 2 D,P 5 (5))| of hypersurfaces of degree 5 having points of multiplicity 2 along D gives a dominant map
whose general fibers are the conic curves of the congruence, and where Y 0 is a smooth 4-dimensional linear section of G(1, 4) ⊂ P 9 . The restriction of the map (1.1) to a general cubic fourfold C through D induces a birational map C Y 0 , whose inverse is defined by the linear system |H 0 (I 2 S 0 ,Y 0 (5))| of hypersurfaces in Y 0 of degree 5 having points of multiplicity 2 along an irreducible surface S 0 ⊂ Y 0 ⊂ P 7 of degree 17 and sectional genus 11 cut out by the 5 quadrics defining Y 0 and 13 cubics.
It turns out that S 0 is the projection of a surface S ⊂ P 8 from a special point p on the secant variety of S, where S is a smooth surface of degree 17, sectional genus 11, cut out by 12 quadrics, and isomorphic to a triple projection of a minimal K3 surface of degree 26 in 4) , which is equal to the image of S via the Gushel map of X, has class aσ 3,1 + bσ 2,2 with (a, b) = (11, 6) in the Chow ring of G(1, 4), as one can easily verify using the Macaulay2 package SpecialFanoFourfolds [26] . Then, by following [4, Section 7] (see also [28, Subsection 1.3]), we deduce that the self-intersection of S in X is given by , and S is smooth at [S] of dimension 37. Since we have h 0 (I S,Y (2)) = 7 (and this value is minimal on S) we deduce by the same semicontinuity argument explained in [28, Subsection 1.5], that inside the 39-dimensional projective space P(H 0 (O Y (2))) of quadratic sections of Y , the locus of those fourfolds containing a surface in S has codimension at most 39 − (37 + (7 − 1) − 6) = 2 (and at least 1).
1.4. Congruence of 9-secant quintic curves to S ⊂ Y . We claim that the surface S admits inside Y a congruence of 9-secant rational normal quintic curves: through a general point of Y there passes a unique rational normal quintic curve which is 9-secant to S and contained in Y . This can be verified by considering the rational map φ : Y P 6 defined by the linear system |H 0 (I S,Y (2))| of quadratic sections through S, which is birational onto a non-normal sextic hypersurface Z ⊂ P 6 . If p ∈ Y is a general point, then through the point φ(p) ∈ Z there pass 72 lines that are contained in Z. These 72 lines come from (2e − 1)-secant curves to S of degree e ≥ 1 which pass through p and are contained in Y . Denoting by n e the number of such degree-e curves, we have n 1 = 11, n 2 = 22, n 3 = 32, n 4 = 6, n 5 = 1, and n e = 0 for e ≥ 6.
Alternately, one verifies that the linear system |H 0 (I 5 S,Y (9))| of hypersurfaces in Y of degree 9 with points of multiplicity 5 along S gives a dominant rational map
whose general fibers are rational normal quintic curves, the curves of the congruence to S. The image X ′ is a Gushel fourfold, a smooth quadratic section of a cone Y ′ ⊂ P 8 over a smooth 4-dimensional linear section of G (1, 4) . The restriction of the map (1.2) to X induces a birational map
whose inverse is of the same type, i.e, it is the restriction to X ′ of the rational map Y ′ X defined by the linear system of hypersurfaces in Y ′ of degree 9 with points of multiplicity 5 along a smooth triple projection S ′ ⊂ Y ′ of a minimal K3 surface of degree 26. In particular, the Gushel fourfold X ′ also belongs to (M 4 ) ′′ 26 .
1.5. Rationality of X from the rationality of a particular rational singular fourfoldX with S ⊂X ⊂ Y . LetX ⊂ Y be a general quadratic section of Y containing the surface S and the vertex p. ThenX has p as the only singularity and the restriction of the projection from p induces a birational mapX Y 0 , whose inverse is defined by the quadrics through a minimal K3 surface F of degree 10. Since Y 0 = G(1, 4) ∩ P 7 is rational (indeed, the projection from the unique σ 2,2 -plane contained in it gives a birational map onto P 4 ), we have thatX is rational. On the other hand, the restriction of the map (1.2) induces a birational map
due to the fact thatX is transversal to the congruence to S: the quintic curve of the congruence passing through a general point ofX is not contained inX. Therefore we deduce that also X ′ and hence X are rational.
1.6. Summary construction. Summing up we have the following diagram of birational maps, connecting explicitly general cubic fourfolds in C 26 to Gushel fourfolds in (M 4 ) ′′ 26 : X ⊂ Y is a Gushel fourfold singular at p, where p is the vertex of Y ; S ⊂ X ∩X and S ′ ,Ŝ ′ ⊂ X ′ are smooth surfaces, isomorphic to triple projections of minimal K3 surfaces of degree 26 (the intersection S ′ ∩Ŝ ′ consists of a twisted cubic curve and 31 points); S 0 ⊂ Y 0 is the projection of S from p; and F ⊂ Y 0 is a minimal K3 surface of degree 10. 1.7. Ancillary files. We provide an ancillary file, named gushel26.m2, containing explicit equations for an example of map as (1.3) over the finite field F 10000019 (this is necessary to reduce the file size). After loading that file in Macaulay2, some variables will be defined as follows:
X, X': two instances of the type SpecialGushelMukaiFourfold, respectively, the source and target of the map (1.3); psi, psi': two instances of the type RationalMap, respectively, the birational map (1.3) and its inverse (psi' is the same that inverse psi); Psi, Psi': two instance of the type RationalMap, respectively, the dominant rational map (1.2) from Y to X ′ that extends psi, and the analogous map from Y ′ to X that extends psi'. For technical details about these types of data, we refer to the documentation of the packages Cremona [27] and SpecialFanoFourfolds [26] . We now show how to load the file and get some of the basic information.
$ M2 --no-preload Macaulay2, version 1.15 i1 : needs "gushel26.m2" i2 : describe X o2 = Special Gushel-Mukai fourfold of discriminant 26('') containing a surface in PP^8 of degree 17 and sectional genus 11 cut out by 12 hypersurfaces of degree 2 and with class in G(1,4) given by 11*s_(3,1)+6*s_ (2, 2) Type: Gushel (not ordinary) i3 : describe Psi o3 = rational map defined by forms of degree 9 source variety: 5-dimensional variety of degree 5 in PP^8 cut out by 5 hypersurfaces of degree 2 target variety: 4-dimensional variety of degree 10 in PP^8 cut out by 6 hypersurfaces of degree 2 dominance: true i4 : S = first ideals X; --the surface S i5 : h = detectCongruence(X,5); --the congruence to S i6 : p = point X; --random point on X i7 : C = h p; --9-secant quintic curve to S passing through p
